
 
 
THE AGA KHAN RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME, GILGIT
NOTE FOR THE RECORD
March 16, 1986
The helicopter was gone but the dialogues and visits planned had to be carried out. One of these 
missions entailed a visit to Baltistan on which depended to a substantial degree the collaboration 
between AKRSP and Northern Areas Council members. Haji Mohammad Hussain, member from 
Shigar had already made it known that his district and union councilors were skeptical of anything 
fruitful coming out of this collaboration. Under the circumstances, HWK, SMS and I decided that 
come what may we should not let down Haji sahib and accordingly on March 16 afternoon we set 
off by jeep for Shigar. On the way at Baghicha we were treated to the glorious sight of markhurs 
grazing up in the hills across the Indus. With the naked eye they appeared like tufts of brown 
bushes fully camouflaged but with the aid of binoculars one could appreciate the majesty of these 
nimble footed animals. 
We took the shortcut from Kachura bridge to Shigar and repented having made this decision. It 
was a dangerous trail, a half completed road which only our expert precision drives could 
negotiate. We finally made it to Shigar by 7 p.m. and I was pleasantly surprised to find a well 
maintained and comfortable NAPWD rest house. 
 
March 17, 1986
The day began at 7.30 a.m. and our first stop was Seldhi and Kashinal villages when we 
successfully negotiated third dialogues, ably assisted by the member NA council, Chairman 
District Council and local district and union councilors. 
From Seldhi we proceeded to Chutran having skirted round the Askuli valley - the gateway to K2. 
Chutran is last but one village of the valley. Here also a third dialogue was scheduled which was 
successfully concluded. Chutran is also famous for its hot springs which provide naturally heated 
bathing water to the local population from the surrounding areas. We were told some people 
spend whole night in the hot water during winters. The District Council has made concrete 
enclosures for men and women. 
Our next village Gulapur had become inaccessible due to an avalanche on the jeep track. 
However when we reached the avalanche to cross it on foot, the villagers had already cut a path 
through the ice for the jeeps to get across. Three village organisations had gathered at Gulapur 
with whom third dialogues were held. Details of dialogues are being separately circulated by 
SMS. 
We had by now circumvented the whole Shigar valley with the exception of its two extremities 
one leading to K2 and the other to Arandu. Shigar is comparatively an open valley with 
substantial tracts of cultivable land and orchards - mainly apricots. The large thorny tracts in the 
bed of the Shigar river could be gainfully exploited for rearing wild fowl. 
At 5.30 p.m. the Shigar VO was awaiting our arrival and a dialogue was held with them which 
concluded late in the evening. The local district councilor had organised the VO and was also its 
president. All the three tiers of the councils represented their view points about AKRSP and 
resolved to make it a success in the area and assured us of their fullest cooperation. on this 
optimistic note we concluded the day. 
 
March 18, 1986
It had started snowing and the Shigar rest house presented a different picture from the precious 
day, when we left by jeep at 7.30 a.m. for the Skardu airport with little prospect of getting a flight 
to Islamabad. It took us an hour to reach Skardu. It snowed throughout. After a futile visit to the 
airport we took the Gilgit road. HWK estimated that I should be able to reach Bisham by 6 p.m. 
and Abbottabad by 8.30 p.m. Instead of wasting another day in the waiting game for the PIA flight 
I thought it prudent to push ahead to Islamabad, having bid goodbye to HWK and SMS at the 
KKH Skardu road junction. 
The KKH turned out to be in a terrible mess. Although this was my umpteenth trip on it, I had 
never found the KKH in such bad condition. It was literally an obstacle race against falling rock, 
land slides and mud flow beside falling water. I was not sure if the melting snow or the recent 



rains were responsible for this carnage. There were over 100 rock falls and land slides. At one 
point we made it just in time for the road to open after a closure of few hours. A few miles ahead 
a truck was sandwiched between two giant boulders, which had fallen on the KKH. After some 
precision maneuverability the truck was able to extricate itself and we took a sigh of relief. By 6 
p.m. we made it to Bisham as predicated by HWK and I complimented the driver on having made 
it in good time. But I said it a bit too soon, just on the outskirts of Bisham near the PTDC Motel 
sign was an oven fresh landslide blocking the road. Very soon all the drivers ganged together and 
started preparing a passage through the blockage. A suzuki tried to negotiate the blockade and 
failed. Mir Ahmed ventured with the jeep and I foolishly kept sitting on it. The jeep got on top of 
the rubble and its left wheels, the side on which I was sitting, were only a few inches away from 
the precipice. I thanked my stars after reaching the safety of the other side of the KKH. When we 
crossed the Thakot bridge I anticipated arrival in Islamabad by 11 p.m. Luck had something more 
in store and the inevitable happened. Just short of Batagram a big mud flow completely blocked 
the road making it impassable. I wondered how JP Naz and Salim were able to negotiate the road 
three days earlier on the car and Nizar only a day earlier. Mir Ahmed waded across and 
negotiated a seat for me on a Datsun pick-up upto Abbottabad - nearly a 100 km. away, I 
sandwiched myself on the front seat with three others. Just before taking off Mir Ahmed brought 
out a wad of hundred rupee notes which he wanted me to carry for Naib Khan, the Car driver. I 
knew carrying of cash so publically was inviting trouble and asked Mir Ahmed to bring the money 
himself next day. As the ancient Datsun started off I knew I was in the dubious company of three 
pathans - most likely drug peddlers and I feared the worst on the way. However in my not so 
chaste Pushto I was able to put across to them who I was and since they said they came from 
Swat, I let them known some of the prominent people I knew there. I knew that gave me a safe 
conduct. 
At Abbottabad having failed to made a contact with the Commissioner (Ejaz Rahim) or some 
other acquaintance, I hired a suzuki van to drive me down to Islamabad, reaching there by early 
hours of the morning. on reaching the destination I calculated that in the proceeding 60 hours I 
had been on a jeep or suzuki for over 32 hours. I had developed a nesty cough and the next two 
days I spent in bed on Doctor's advice to avoid a severe attack of bronchial pneumonia. 
 
March 21, 1986 (Friday)
Reached Karachi by PIA flight Pk-313. 
 
March 22, 1986
Attended meeting of the Board of Directors. 
In the afternoon held discussions with Mr. Shamsh Lakha and Mr. Amir Ali along with the 
Chairman about possible areas of activity for the newly set up Economic Review Committee 
(ERC) by His Highness. 
Mr. Lakha requested for a two page write up on the subject for the briefing of the ERC before its 
visit to Northern Areas in early April. 
 
March 23, 1986
Reviewed the progress of the programme in detail with Dr. Akhter Hameed Khan, who regretted 
his inability to accompany me to Gilgit due to a nagging backache and promised to come after 
April 10. 
Attended a luncheon meeting with the members of the Economic Planning Board, presided by Mr. 
Akbar Hashwani, at Holiday Inn. At Mr. Hashwani's behest I apprised the members of AKRSP's 
upto date progress. It was agreed that areas of overlap would be eliminated, and when a hard 
approach is being pursued a soft approach will not be offered. Mr. Hashwani considered the 
discussion highly productive and useful. NzM also participated. 
Returned to Islamabad by the evening flight. 
c.c. Management Group 
Chairman AKRSP, BOD 
Director of Special Programmes, AKF, Geneva. 
 


